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Boing! is a miracle plastic invented in 2101. It is stored as a
liquid in an aerosol can, and is sprayed onto the user, where
it solidifes and expands into a bubble surrounding the user
like a zorb ball. The solid form of Boing! is extremely bouncy.
The user can safely jump off a great height, such as a tall
building, bounce up again without injury, and continue
bouncing until the Boing! sphere runs out of kinetic energy.
As this is extremely hazardous outside, it is only permitted
indoors in licenced premises such as the Palais De Boing,
with unauthorised use carrying a penalty of twenty years.
Boing! is also used to play human pinball in giant-sized
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Boing! is a miracle plastic invented in 2101. It is stored as
a liquid in an aerosol can, and is sprayed onto the user,
where it solidifes and expands into a bubble surrounding
the user like a zorb ball. The solid form of Boing! is extremely bouncy. The user can safely jump off a great
height, such as a tall building, bounce up again without
injury, and continue bouncing until the Boing! sphere
runs out of kinetic energy. As this is extremely hazardous
outside, it is only permitted indoors in licenced premises
such as the Palais De Boing, with unauthorised use
carrying a penalty of twenty years. Boing! is also used
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